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The School of Engineering
and Computer Science
Class of 2017
Computer Science and Computer and Electrical Engineering
ACADEMIC CELEBRATION
Friday, May 5, 2017
1 p.m.
The School of Engineering  
and Computer Science
Class of 2017
Computer Science and Computer and Electrical Engineering
ACADEMIC CELEBRATION
Processional ............................................Faculty and Graduating Class
Invocation and Welcome ........................... Samuel SanGregory, Ph.D.
Assistant Dean and Professor of Electrical Engineering
Cardboard Canoe Challenge Video ................................. Class of 2017
Recognition of Students ...............................................................Faculty
Senior Awards ............................................. Samuel SanGregory, Ph.D.
 David Gallagher, Ph.D.
Professor of Computer Science
Benediction ........................................................ David Gallagher, Ph.D.
Recessional .......................................................... Graduates and Faculty
Senior Class Photograph .........................................................SSC Stairs
Reception and Project Displays ....................................................... SSC
Guests are welcome to take photographs at any time during the ceremony.
THE CLASS OF 2017
Dr. Gerald Brown
 § Eric N. Hinson  EENGR
 § Mary K. Kearney  EENGR
 § Daniel L. Pensworth  EENGR
 § Nathaniel J. Raquet  EENGR
Mr. Patrick Dudenhofer
 § Grant I. Stannard  CMPEG CMPSC
Dr. Vicky Fang
 § Evan A. Anderson  CMPEG
 § Tyler J. Drake  CMPEG
 § Dillon O. Henschen  CMPEG
Mrs. Danielle Fredette
Dr. David Gallagher
 § Nathan A. Harold  CMPSC
 § Wesley A. Kelly  CMPSC
 § Andrew D. Lockridge  CMPSC
 § Julian B. Pernia  CMPSC
 § Abigail M. Riffle  CMPSC
 § James F. Von Eiff, Jr.  CMPSC
Dr. Seth Hamman 
 § Michael D. Baxter  CMPSC
 § Noah W. Bragg  CMPSC
 § Andrew T. Carr  CMPSC
 § Grant W. Dennison  CMPSC
 § Jonathan D. Easterday  CMPSC
 § Robert J. Jacubec  CMPSC
 § Nicole D. Perez  CMPSC
 § Jackson W. Volante  CMPSC
 
Dr. Frederick Harmon
 § Andrew J. Bidlen  EENGR
 § Justin P. Daun  EENGR
Dr. Clinton Kohl
 § Theodore C. Carlson  CMPEG
 § Ryan D. Lamsen  CMPEG
 § Matthew P. Paulding  CMPEG
 § Kevin S. Bridgman  EENGR
Dr. Samuel SanGregory
 § Zachary W. Cole  CMPEG
 § Fred L. Walker, V  EENGR
Dr. Keith Shomper
 § Colin T. Broberg  CMPSC
 § Jeffrey T. Deane, Jr.  CMPSC
 § Daniel J. Eckley  CMPSC
 § Kidron R. Filbrun  CMPSC
 § Todd A. Landis  CMPSC
Dr. Jeffrey Shortt
 § Steven R. Telando  EENGR
 § Amelia E. Walker  EENGR
Dr. Timothy Tuinstra
Our Vision
We, the School of Engineering and Computer Science, seek to honor 
the Lord Jesus Christ in every endeavor and earnestly desire to 
cultivate engineers who are committed to moral excellence and who 
are exemplary in character, conduct, and skill.  Therefore, we strive 
to provide an excellent educational environment that will nurture 
our students to honor the Lord in all things and to help them grow in 
spiritual maturity, wisdom, knowledge, and expertise for purposeful 
lives of service.
“Where there is no vision, the people perish.”
Proverbs 29:18a
